
Last Mythology
 
Playing Time: 20 minutes
Number of Players: 3-4
Suggested Age: 10+
 
Components:

● Rulebook
● 48 Tokens (16 priests and 32 warriors)
● 4 god cards
● The Serpent marker
● 20 Planet Markers
● 1 die (normal; 6-sided die)

 
The Ascending Mythology

In all myths the gods waging battles against a serpent monster, and now days its not 
different,  Aeon the Serpent came hunger and hunger, and you must fight against her to be the 
last god to rule the universe.   
 
Objective:  

Survive against the Serpent attacks and be the last god standing .
 
Game setup:

Each player pick up  a god (Thor, Amaterasu, Heracles and Horus) card, the 12 tokens 
(4 priests and 8 warriors)  and the 5 planets (with the same simbol). Put one warrior token in 
each planet. Place the Serpent at  table center, pointing its head to the first player and you are 
ready go.
 
Game Play:

Every player starts his turn by acquiring more units. The number of planets in his 
possession divided by 2 rounding up (example: 5 planets gives you 3 units to start your turn). 
He can pick up priests or warriors and put them in any planet. He can also reallocate any unit to 
any planet. 

The first turn is attack free, in the second round onwards you may attack a player's 
planet. The "attacking planet" needs to have at least one warrior unit in order to make a 
successful attack. If there isn't  any warrior unit on the defending  planet you can just take the 
planet to your domain, at this point the defenders got two choices: Surrender and reallocate the 
Priest(s) in any other Planet on his own domain OR remove them to the unit pool (seriously? 
no one will never use this!). if it have warriors, the attacking  player need to roll a die for each 
warrior unit on the defending planet. If the result is 4 or above, you can remove one warrior 
token from the enemy, but if the result is 3 or below, you discard one warrior token from the 
attacking planet. If you and your enemy still have warriors in those planets, you can roll over 
and over again. If you run out of warriors, your attack was neutralized or else, you can take the 
planet to your domains. After the attack, you can reallocate the units.



The last thing to do is to deal with the Serpent. You can choose one planet on your 
domain to feed the monster. This planet goes to the center of the table on the serpent marker. If 
the chosen planet have at least one priest, you can make a rite. Roll the die, if the result is 5 or 
6 you got a success, the priest give you strength to knock the serpent and it won’t eat the 
planet, 4 or below the priest fails remove to the pool. If you still have priests in the planet, you 
can make another roll. When you run out of priests, the serpent devour the planet (surrender 
isn;t an option, the must pray 'til death). After this, you move the serpent to head  to the  next 
player.
 
Turn Sequence Reference:

1. Draw new units
2. Replace units between planets
3.Attack another player
3.1 Replace units after combat
4. Deal with the Serpent


